
  
Meldreth, Shepreth and Foxton Rail User Group 

 
Minutes of meeting on 5th December 2018, 7:30pm, at Elin Way Community Centre, 

Meldreth 
 
Attending 
Susan van de Ven (chair), Karen Gregson & Marc Edwards (GTR/GN), Hilary Marsh, Robert Stripe 
(Fenline Users Association),  Peter Wakefield (Railfuture), Geoff Barnes, Richard Goddin,  Sarah 
Grove, (CRP),  Denise & Linda Pearmain, Sarah Westbrooke, Julie Draper, 
 
Welcomes: We welcomed Bode Asabi, the level crossing manager from Network Rail.  
 
Apologies: 
Apologies were received from Beatrice Fisher, Bruce Huett, Beverly Cottrell, Michael Young. 
 
Minutes of the previous meeting: 
 
We approved the minutes of the previous meeting.  
There were matters which still needed addressing:  

• We are no further with the effort to get GTR tickets accepted on Busway A if train 
services are cancelled. Karen (GTR) said we should talk to Patrick Ladbury at GTR.  

• We still need up-to-date information posters at Shepreth and Foxton. Marc (GTR) said 
he’d leave some at Meldreth for Susan to collect.  

• There is still no information at stations further down the line to warn people that they 
need to be on the front 4 carriages to alight at Meldreth. Karen said that staff were 
prioritising the introduction of the new timetable over that project.  

• We were promised new shelters on the new platforms at Shepreth & Foxton by December 
and they still haven’t been built. Karen will chase this project.  

 
Train service issues 
 
New timetable introduction 9th December: Marc said that everything is in place, i.e. drivers, 
rosters, the new depot, so it should all work as per the timetable. All the Monday to Friday 
services which were supposed to run from May 2018 are now back on the timetable, (including 
the 6.57 from Cambridge and 17.51 from Kings Cross) but weekend services are not yet 
restored. They should be restored by May 2019. In the, ahem, unlikely event that a stopping 
train is cancelled, a fast train, including the 12 carriage trains, is now allowed to make 
unscheduled stops at the villages, using selective door opening and also being allowed to 
‘overhang’ a level crossing. This is called a ‘special stop order’. 
Passengers should note that a Saturday service will be run during Christmas week, but they 
should always check on the National Rail Enquiries website. This website should be used in all 
instances as it’s the most accurate of all the online apps.  
There will be engineering works at Alexandra Palace on Dec 27th which may cause extra 
disruption.  
 
Julie Draper and other attendees commented on how nice it is to be able to take the train 
straight to Blackfriars station.  
 
There is a serious gap in the timetable on Saturday evenings, from 21.51 to 23.51. Karen said 
that GTR was aware of this and was working to address it. 
 
Marc said that lots of lessons had been learnt from the May timetable introduction fiasco, and 
frontline staff had now all got company smartphones so they had more information available to 
them. 



Shepreth Level Crossing 
 
There was a long discussion about the length of time the barriers are down. On the day of this 
meeting (5th December) the gates had been closed for 17 minutes, with 12 minutes elapsing 
before the first of 3 trains went through. On average the gates are closed for 3 to 5 minutes 
each time. Bode Asabi, from Network Rail, agreed that 17 minutes was unacceptable and 
promised to investigate the issue. Bode explained that the gates are closed by a person in the 
signal box at Foxton, who is aware of the location of trains in the area, and has to make a 
personal judgement on when to open and close the gates. If the operator is inexperienced they 
can be more cautious, resulting in longer waiting times for cars and pedestrians. However their 
actions are recorded in a ‘black box’ and the supervisor, especially if alerted by complaints, can 
review the actions and correct their behaviour.  
As a consequence of the closed gates there are two problems: passengers are trapped on the 
wrong side of the tracks, especially if they have had to buy a ticket, and stationary vehicles 
cause traffic jams and pollution. A ticket machine on the Cambridge side of the crossing would 
ease the first problem; Bode said that Network Rail had offered to have one if the platform was 
lengthened, which it now is, but in fact ticket machines are the responsibility of GTR who have 
said they don’t want them as they are too prone to vandalism. 
Bode said he had offered funding to pay for hatched lines at the entrance to Granta Industries 
and Docwra’s Close to prevent queuing traffic from blocking access. The work would have to be 
done by Highways but they are not co-operating with Bode.  
Other related traffic problems include queue-jumping traffic turning right into Station Yard, 
cars speeding over the crossing when it’s open, and cars potentially getting trapped on the 
crossing if turnings are blocked by queuing traffic further along the road.  
Susan asked Bode if NR could allow access to the unofficial car park when engineering work is 
finished. Bode said that it should be finished by 21st December, but he was unaware of the Arras 
fencing which was currently in place, and he will investigate and have it removed.  
 
 
Accessibility at Meldreth station 
 
The Rail User group have submitted an application to GTR for Access for All funding, which will 
be provided by DfT. 
 
Cycle Parking: Due to delays largely caused by the Spice Hut’s misguided objections, the funding 
has now been spent elsewhere. Instead we hope to have simple facilities provided within the car 
park. Patrick is on the case. 
 
Any Other Business 

• Susan thanked the station gardeners and the team who provided a decorated tree for the 
Meldreth Christmas Tree festival. 

• Mention was made of the Greater Cambridge Partnership consultation on the Foxton 
Bypass and new Trumpington Park & Ride proposals; the CRP/RUG and GCP will have a 
meeting about the Foxton level crossing bypass this Friday. 

• There is to be a new rail ombudsman.  

• There will be a fare increase despite numerous objections.  

• GTR have been fined £15 million for the timetable chaos, and there is discussion on how 
it should be spent. Peter Wakefield said that weekend and occasional travellers should be 
compensated for the disruption they have suffered, because, unlike season ticket 
holders, they have had no recompense for the timetable disruption. 

 
 
Meeting closed at 9 pm.   
March meeting TBA. 


